The effects of errors in the economic weights on the efficiency of index selection were investigated. A The variance of toR is relatively much larger than the variance of OH II, and increasing sampling errors in the economic weight vector make variance of JH increase at a much faster rate than the variance of toH! 1.
Introduction
In order to construct a selection index, for multiple trait selection, estimates of genetic and economic parameters are required. These data may be obtained from different sources of information and following different computational ( 1 ) The results were obtained by a simulation approach and were verified by mathematical approximations (using Taylor's series).
The construction of a selection index
The objective of selection will always be to affect population changes in one or more traits which relate to the economic value of the members of the population. Whatever these traits may be, one can always express the net economic worth or net profit of an animal (W j ) as a function of these traits (xi, !2, ... x&dquo;).
Where ai, a 2 , .. , an are the regression coefficients from the regression of net profit (Wj) on the phenotypic values xi, x z , .. , xn and e i is an error term. Notice that W! = f (xi;) does not have to be linear in the x ij 's. The estimated profitability is (we will drop the subscripts).
The ai's are the economic weights, defined by Hazel ( 1943 ) (b) Directly, because in the third term of expression ( 7 ) AG is multiplied by the vector of biases (a -a)' of economic weights.
Three different estimates of genetic gain can be considered (selection intensity = r.o).
AH ci l = (a'G'P-I Ga) 1 / 2 is the expected genetic gain in the real aggregate genotype H that results from selection on the corresponding real index I. P is a n x n matric of phenotypic covariance between the n variables in index I and G is a n x m matrix of genotypic covariances between the n traits in I and the m traits in H.
OH I = Cov (HI) /aI = (â'G'P-lGa) I (â'G'P-1Gâ)1 /2 is the realized genetic gain in the real genotype when selection is practiced on a biased index (calculated with biased economic weights). Estimates of Bi, B 2 and B 3 for different sampling errors in the economic weight vector are listed in Table 5 and plotted in figure 5 . figure 5 ) is equal to B 2 but with positive sign. Table 4 and plotted in Figure 6 . The (b) The G'P-1 G matrix. This not only involves the genetic and phenotypic variances and covariances but also the number of traits in the aggregate genotype and index. Since this was not the real subject of our work, the genetic and phenotypic variances and covariances were considered as known constants, so that the effect of the G'P-I G matrix has not been studied.
The results of this study being relative to the P and G matrices and the set of economic weights from our example, we-must be cautious with generalisation. 
